
                   The Background of the Two "Dogs Playing Poker" Paintings  

                                                           Up for Auction 
 

Dogs Playing Poker painting through the American painter Cassius Marcellus 

Coolidge. It became 1638 in Venice, Italy whilst the primary online casino opened its 

doors. Since then, casinos have served as famous leisure institutions for human 

beings from all walks of life. And naturally, with these lengthy records has come a 

limitless circulation of various sorts of online casino memorabilia and gaming relics. 

There were iconic pics of celebrities at Las Vegas card tables; there are vintage chip 

units and playing cards that promote fortunes; and books like The Expert on the 

Card Table were handed from one era to the next.  

Two of the maximum noteworthy examples of this form of online casino memorabilia 

are the Dogs Playing Poker picture artwork that had been auctioned off for an 

amazing USD 590, four hundred at Doyle New York’s annual Dogs in Art Auction in 

2005. But what's it approximately those art work that enticed the shoppers to bid 

such an incredible quantity of money? Read on for the tale at the back of those 

artworks.  

American artist Cassius Marcellus Coolidge, additionally referred to as C. M. 

Coolidge, started to portray the Dogs Playing Poker original collection in 1894. 

Altogether, he composed 18 signature portions that make up the complete collection. 

The collection depicts anthropomorphized puppies gambling poker, smoking cigars 

and pipes, consuming whiskey, carrying glasses, and gathering chips–– all elements 

of what as soon as may have symbolized American enjoyment and social activity.  

Through the years and from one era to the next, those works of artwork slowly won a 

reputation and advanced an awesome recognition for or their specific and authentic 

qualities. Coolidge’s capacity to be playful together with his creations–– blended with 

eager humor, interest in detail, and a terrific presence of connecting to the American 

psyche–– brought about the sale of his works. 
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